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zambia is richly endowed with a wide range of biomass sources including
woodlands forests agricultural residues and livestock waste biomass energy
contributes supplies over 70 percent of the country s energy needs due to the
current extraction and consumption methods the use of biomass energy has been
linked with detrimental environmental effects such as deforestation and
forest degradation as well as climate change due to the loss of carbon sinks
inefficient utilisation of biomass contributes significantly to deforestation
which is estimated at between 79 000 150 000 ha per year and negatively
affects the health and income of rural households that depend on forest
products for their livelihoods sustainable bioenergy strategies and
alternative bioenergy solutions need to be defined and integrated into
current efforts of the country to increase stable and sustainable access to
energy this report assesses the country context and defines which bioenergy
options can be viable considering a number of solutions for electricity
production cooking fuels and transport fuels at the provincial and district
level possible options originating from crop residues livestock residues and
forest plantation harvesting residues are identified having netted out
agriculture and forestry needs the assessment now needs to be followed by
local verification and investment to deploy an initial set of bioenergy
projects and test the findings on the ground
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this book written by the staff of the imf institute offers a series of
workshops on kenya that are used as a case study in the institute s course on
financial analysis and policy for officials of imf member countries the
workshops combine theory and practice for a better understanding of the use
of major financial policy instruments in the management of national economies
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a comprehensive reference standard for the discipline canine and feline
gastroenterology covers the biology pathobiology and diagnosis and treatment
of diseases of the gastrointestinal pancreatic and hepatobiliary systems an
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international team of experts including 85 authors from 17 different
countries led by robert washabau and michael day covers everything from minor
problems such as adverse food reactions to debilitating inflammatory
infectious metabolic and neoplastic diseases of the digestive system this
authoritative text utilizes an evidence based approach to reflect the latest
science and research complemented by principles of problem solving algorithms
to improve clinical diagnoses and extensive full color illustrations for
generalists and specialists alike this gastroenterology reference should be
part of every serious practitioner s professional library a comprehensive 928
page reference standard covers the discipline of canine and feline
gastroenterology an international focus is provided by 85 authors from 17
different countries including renowned experts in veterinary gastroenterology
internal medicine pathology clinical pathology radiology and infectious
disease coverage of the entire breadth and depth of gastroenterology ranges
from biology to pathobiology as well as diagnosis and treatment of diseases
of the gastrointestinal pancreatic and hepatobiliary systems current
information on gi microflora immunology cellular growth and systems
integration provides a foundation for treating clinical problems coverage of
diseases in dogs and cats includes the oral cavity esophagus stomach small
intestine large intestine colon anorectum liver and biliary tract exocrine
pancreas peritoneum and associated vasculature a focus on patient management
examines the full range of procedures and techniques essential to diagnosis
and treatment from clinical signs and diagnosis to nutritional support and
pharmacologic management of disease clear explanations of current diagnostic
modalities include laboratory tests molecular methods diagnostic imaging
endoscopy and histopathology also showing how to interpret and utilize
results a strong clinical approach emphasizes need to know information for
managing the common and not so common g i clinical problems of everyday
practice full color photographs and illustrations depict concepts conditions
and procedures an evidence based medicine perspective reflects the latest
research as well as the modern practice of veterinary medicine logical
coherent and consistent internal organization makes this a reader friendly
edition problem based algorithms help in diagnosing every g i clinical
problem from a to z a stand alone section on the pharmacologic approach to g
i disease offers quick and easy drug reference
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2021-04-30

this updated and expanded edition combines coinage of the three countries
representing north america into one guide the more than 45 000 coin listings
include u s colonial issues to modern sets mexico cob coinage to modern
bullion and complete coverage of canadian coins
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this is the first book to revisit geotechnical site characterization from a
probabilistic point of view and provide rational tools to probabilistically
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characterize geotechnical properties and underground stratigraphy using
limited information obtained from a specific site this book not only provides
new probabilistic approaches for geotechnical site characterization and slope
stability analysis but also tackles the difficulties in practical
implementation of these approaches in addition this book also develops
efficient monte carlo simulation approaches for slope stability analysis and
implements these approaches in a commonly available spreadsheet environment
these approaches and the software package are readily available to
geotechnical practitioners and alleviate them from reliability computational
algorithms the readers will find useful information for a non specialist to
determine project specific statistics of geotechnical properties and to
perform probabilistic analysis of slope stability
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the metal ions in biological systems series is devoted to increasing our
understanding of the relationship between the chemistry of metals and life
processes the volumes reflect the interdisciplinary nature of bioinorganic
chemistry and coordinate the efforts of researchers in the fields of
biochemistry inorganic chemistry coordination chemistry
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the field of nanoscience was pioneered in the 1980s with the groundbreaking
research on clusters which later led to the discovery of fullerenes handbook
of nanophysics clusters and fullerenes focuses on the fundamental physics of
these nanoscale materials and structures each peer reviewed chapter contains
a broad based introduction and enhances understanding of the state of the art
scientific content through fundamental equations and illustrations some in
color this volume covers free clusters including hydrogen bimetallic silicon
metal and atomic clusters as well as the cluster interactions the expert
contributors examine how carbon fullerenes are produced and how to
characterize their stability they discuss the structure properties and
behavior of carbon fullerenes including the smallest possible fullerene c20
the book also looks at inorganic fullerenes such as boron fullerenes silicon
fullerenes nanocones and onion like inorganic fullerenes nanophysics brings
together multiple disciplines to determine the structural electronic optical
and thermal behavior of nanomaterials electrical and thermal conductivity the
forces between nanoscale objects and the transition between classical and
quantum behavior facilitating communication across many disciplines this
landmark publication encourages scientists with disparate interests to
collaborate on interdisciplinary projects and incorporate the theory and
methodology of other areas into their work
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233パターン 10例文 基本表現の入れ替え練習でどんどん英語が話せる
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